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Abstract. Skeletal muscle health and function are important determinants of systemic metabolic homeostasis and organism-

wide responses, including disease outcome. While it is well known that exercise protects the central nervous system (CNS)

from aging and disease, only recently this has been found to depend on the endocrine capacity of skeletal muscle. Here, we

review muscle-secreted growth factors and cytokines (myokines), metabolites (myometabolites), and other unconventional

signals (e.g. bioactive lipid species, enzymes, and exosomes) that mediate muscle-brain and muscle-retina communication and

neuroprotection in response to exercise and associated processes, such as the muscle unfolded protein response and metabolic

stress. In addition to impacting proteostasis, neurogenesis, and cognitive functions, muscle-brain signaling influences complex

brain-dependent behaviors, such as depression, sleeping patterns, and biosynthesis of neurotransmitters. Moreover, myokine

signaling adapts feeding behavior to meet the energy demands of skeletal muscle. Contrary to protective myokines induced

by exercise and associated signaling pathways, inactivity and muscle wasting may derange myokine expression and secretion

and in turn compromise CNS function. We propose that tailoring muscle-to-CNS signaling by modulating myokines and

myometabolites may combat age-related neurodegeneration and brain diseases that are influenced by systemic signals.
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Muscle contraction (exercise) is one of the most21

effective interventions to prevent age-related dis-22

eases. These effects have been ascribed to increased23

nutrient utilization but also to circulating factors pro-24

duced by many tissues, including skeletal muscle.25

Here, we review how muscle-derived signaling fac-26

tors induced by exercise and associated processes27

mediate muscle-brain and muscle-retina communi-28

cation. We highlight the impact of myokines and29

myometabolites on proteostasis, neurogenesis, cog-30

nitive functions, and behavior. We propose that31

harnessing knowledge on protective and deleteri-32
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ous myokines may provide new opportunities for 33

combating age-related brain functional decline and 34

neurodegeneration. 35

INTRODUCTION 36

Skeletal muscle is one of the most abundant tissues 37

in the human body. In addition to its role in volun- 38

tary and involuntary movements, skeletal muscle is an 39

important determinant of systemic metabolic home- 40

ostasis and influences organism-wide responses [1, 2] 41

via its capacity to secrete a myriad of signaling fac- 42

tors in response to basal contraction, physical activity, 43

atrophy, disease, and metabolic demands/imbalances 44

[3, 4]. Such endocrine capacity of skeletal muscle 45

has been found to impact many tissues and organs and 46
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increasing evidence indicates that also the central ner-47

vous system is a target of muscle-initiated signaling48

[3–8].49

The impact of skeletal muscle on the central50

nervous system has been best described mostly in51

response to exercise [9–14]. Many studies have52

found that exercise decreases the risk of onset and53

progression of neurodegenerative diseases such as54

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [15–17]. Exercise reduces55

age-related brain atrophy [18–21], improves brain56

metabolic functions and mitochondrial biogenesis57

[22–24], reduces oxidative stress and neuroinflamma-58

tion [25–28], and improves cerebral blood flow and59

cognition [29–36]. For example, exercise improves60

memory [29, 37, 38], object recognition [39], con-61

textual fear memory [39], and spatial navigation [40,62

41]. Interestingly, exercise preserves the function not63

only of neurons but also of microglia by decreasing64

cell senescence, and this preserves cognitive func-65

tions [42].66

Although the beneficial effects of exercise are67

well known, it has also be noted that excessive68

exercise might be deleterious by impairing mitochon-69

drial function and by decreasing glucose tolerance in70

humans [43, 44] and this may apply also to the brain,71

as it was found that excessive oxidative stress caused72

by exhaustive exercise impairs cognitive functions in73

mice [45].74

Aerobic exercise also preserves the function and75

structure of the retina from light-induced degenera-76

tion in mice [46, 47], although other types of exercise77

can be detrimental [48]. By acting on the visual cor-78

tex, exercise can also correct visual acuity and depth79

perception in rats with amblyopia [49] and similar80

results are also observed in humans [50].81

There are multiple modes of muscle-to-brain sig-82

naling (Fig. 1), which can occur via muscle-secreted83

growth factors and cytokines known as myokines84

[51]. Although many circulating factors cannot pass85

the blood-brain barrier (BBB), they can influence the86

brain by binding to their receptors on the endothe-87

lial cells of the BBB, as observed for GDF11 [52,88

53]. However, some circulating factors can pass89

through the BBB and therefore can signal directly90

to brain cells [54–56]. This is also the case for91

some myokines, including irisin, cathepsin B, BDNF,92

IL6, and FGF21 [57–63]. In addition to myokines,93

muscle-released metabolites (myometabolites) and94

other unconventional signals (such as bioactive lipid95

species, enzymes, and exosomes) can contribute96

to communication with the central nervous system97

(CNS; Fig. 1). In addition to endocrine signaling98

through the circulation, direct muscle-to-nerve con- 99

nections may also provide a route for signaling from 100

skeletal muscle to the brain [3]. In agreement with this 101

hypothesis, fluorescent tracers injected into skeletal 102

muscle are delivered to the spinal cord via retrograde 103

axonal transport in motor neurons [64], suggesting 104

that myokines may also employ this route [65, 66]. 105

Here, we review emerging paradigms for skeletal 106

muscle signaling to the CNS and the resulting impact 107

on brain health and disease. 108

MUSCLE-TO-BRAIN SIGNALING 109

MEDIATED BY EXERCISE-INDUCED 110

MYOKINES 111

To dissect how exercise influences brain function 112

and neurodegeneration, many studies have examined 113

the role of myokines induced by signaling path- 114

ways and transcription factors modulated by exercise. 115

Here, we review exercise-induced myokines respon- 116

sible for muscle-brain signaling. 117

PGC1� is a key mediator of exercise-induced local 118

and systemic adaptations [12, 67, 68] and therefore 119

extensive research efforts have examined the role of 120

PGC1�-modulated myokines, some of which were 121

found to act on the central nervous system [5, 7]. 122

The myokine irisin derives from proteolytic cleavage 123

of its transmembrane precursor FNDC5 (Fibronectin 124

type III domain-containing protein 5) and contributes 125

to the systemic benefits of exercise by promoting 126

browning of the adipose tissue [69], and also by sig- 127

naling to the brain in mice [58]. Specifically, irisin is 128

upregulated in response to exercise in skeletal mus- 129

cle and hippocampus and in turn induces expression 130

of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [58], 131

which is key for the effects of exercise on neuro- 132

genesis and cognition [70]. However, irisin derived 133

from peripheral tissues is not merely a nuance but 134

is rather important for neuroprotection, as demon- 135

strated by the fact that it can cross the BBB and 136

that adenovirus-mediated expression of irisin in the 137

liver increases expression of BDNF and other neuro- 138

protective genes in the mouse hippocampus [58, 71, 139

72]. Moreover, irisin protects from neuronal injury 140

associated with cerebral ischemia via Akt and Erk 141

signaling [73] and also improves both the cognitive 142

deficits and neuropathology in AD mouse models 143

[74–76]. Also in this context of AD-linked neurode- 144

generation, it was found that circulating irisin has 145

important roles, in addition to irisin produced by the 146

brain. Specifically, circulating FNDC5/irisin rescues 147
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Fig. 1. Multiple routes of muscle-to-CNS signaling. In response to a variety of stimuli, skeletal muscle can communicate in a number

of ways with the central nervous system (CNS), including the following: (1) by secreting signaling proteins (myokines) that can bind to

receptors in the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and brain cells (neurons and/or glia), with the consequent induction of downstream signaling;

(2) by releasing extracellular vesicles such as exosomes that contain signaling factors; (3) by releasing metabolites (myometabolites) that

enter the brain through solute transporters present on the BBB and brain cells; (4) by secreting enzymes that produce signaling factors in the

muscle, in the circulation, and/or in the brain; and (5) via indirect effects stemming from modulation of muscle metabolism and/or myokine

signaling to other tissues distinct from the brain. Regulated processes include improvement in cerebral blood flow, brain metabolic functions,

mitochondrial biogenesis, and neurogenesis whereas protective signaling reduces oxidative stress, cell senescence, and neuroinflammation.

Altogether, the action of muscle-brain signaling on these cellular processes improves cognitive functions.

memory impairment in AD mouse models, whereas148

blockade of either peripheral or brain FNDC5/irisin149

impedes the amelioration of synaptic plasticity and150

memory by physical exercise [74–76]. These neuro-151

protective actions have been ascribed to the capacity152

of irisin to trigger cAMP/PKA/CREB signaling as153

well as to the transcriptional induction of BDNF154

and of other neuroprotective genes in the mouse hip-155

pocampus [76].156

Another PGC1�-regulated myokine, neurturin157

[77], is a member of the glial cell line-derived158

neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family, which broadly159

regulates the survival and function of motor neu- 160

rons. Neuturin acts as a paracrine myokine that 161

induces a shift in myofiber type and motor neu- 162

rons towards slow identity, hence coordinating their 163

functional properties [78]. Additionally, neurturin 164

enhances mitochondrial function, capillary density, 165

fatty acid oxidation, essentially recapitulating the 166

effects of PGC1� over-expression in mouse skele- 167

tal muscles [78]. Although neurturin is effective on 168

motor neurons, it remains undetermined whether this 169

myokine can also act in an endocrine manner and 170

signal to the brain. 171
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In addition to PGC1�-mediated responses, a key172

component of exercise is the depletion of energy173

stores and the consequent activation of the AMP-174

activated kinase (AMPK), which senses AMP/ADP175

concentrations. Via the administration of the AMPK176

agonist 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide riboside177

(AICAR), Kobilo et al. found that beneficial effects178

of AICAR on memory and motor functions are age-179

and dose-dependent [79]: a 3-day administration of180

AICAR was sufficient to improve cognition in young181

wild-type mice but prolonged treatment over 14 days182

was required to achieve cognitive benefits in old mice183

[79]. However, since the BBB is impermeable to184

AICAR, the impact on cognition was ascribed not185

to the effects of AICAR on the brain but rather on186

its action on peripheral tissues. To ascertain if these187

effects arise from the action of AICAR on skeletal188

muscle, the authors utilized muscle-specific AMPK-189

DN (AMPK dominant-negative) mice and found that190

the cognitive and motor benefits of AICAR were lost191

in the absence of AMPK signaling in muscle [79].192

Altogether, this study indicates that the metabolic193

adaptations and/or myokine/myometabolite signal-194

ing induced by AMPK in skeletal muscle may195

contribute to preserve cognitive function during196

aging.197

Subsequent proteomic analyses identified an198

unusual muscle-secreted factor, the protease cathep-199

sin B (CTSB), which was enriched in the conditioned200

medium of skeletal muscle cells treated with AICAR201

and in the human, mouse, and monkey plasma upon202

exercise [57]. Administration of recombinant CTSB203

increased expression of brain-derived neurotrophic204

factor (BDNF) and doublecortin in cultures of hip-205

pocampal progenitor cells [57]. Moreover, exercise206

did not promote adult hippocampal neurogenesis and207

spatial memory function in CTSB knockout mice208

[57], further confirming the importance of CTSB for209

exercise-induced neuroprotection [57, 80, 81].210

Besides being produced in the brain in response211

to exercise [82, 83], BDNF is also produced by212

contracting skeletal muscle [84, 85], where it reg-213

ulates contractile strength of fast-twitch myofibers214

[86] and fat oxidation via AMPK activation [87].215

Different cell types (including muscle satellite stem216

cells, myofibers, and infiltrating immune cells)217

have been proposed as sources for BDNF [88,218

89]. Because BDNF can cross the BBB [61],219

muscle-derived BDNF may contribute to muscle-to-220

brain communication [90]. However, the capacity221

of peripheral BDNF to cross the BBB has been222

questioned [91].223

Insulin growth factor I (IGF-I) has also been 224

found to mediate muscle-to-brain signaling [90, 92]. 225

Specifically, exercise-induced increase in circulat- 226

ing IGF-I was found to promote adult hippocampal 227

neurogenesis and to improve cognition and reduce 228

anxiety. Consistently, IGF-I mutant mice display 229

low hippocampal neurogenesis and impaired spa- 230

tial learning, and these deficits can be rescued by 231

recombinant IGF-I systemically delivered via a sub- 232

cutaneous pump but not by running [93–95]. 233

In addition to promoting neurogenesis, myokines 234

can also modulate other processes relevant for 235

brain function and disease. An example of such 236

myokines is interleukin 6 (IL-6), which is secreted 237

by contracting skeletal muscles [96, 97] and pro- 238

motes fatty acid oxidation and glucose disposal 239

[98, 99]. Importantly, it was proposed that exercise- 240

induced IL-6 is responsible for the long-term 241

anti-inflammatory effects of moderate exercise [100]. 242

However, IL-6 can induce inflammatory or con- 243

versely anti-inflammatory responses depending on 244

the receptor engaged [101]. Although there is lim- 245

ited understanding on whether muscle-produced IL-6 246

directly signals to the CNS, IL-6 can pass the 247

BBB [60], suggesting that muscle-derived IL-6 may 248

indeed impact the brain. By engaging membrane- 249

bound IL-6R receptors and consequent glycoprotein 250

gp130 activation, IL-6 induces anti-inflammatory sig- 251

naling. Alternatively, IL-6 can bind soluble IL-6R 252

receptors generated by alternative splicing or lim- 253

ited proteolysis, which then interact with gp130. 254

However, contrary to canonical signaling induced 255

by membrane-bound IL-6R, transcellular signal- 256

ing mediated by soluble IL-6R is pro-inflammatory 257

[101]. In the brain, membrane-bound IL-6R is 258

expressed only by the microglia whereas gp130 is 259

expressed by all cell types, including neurons, oligo- 260

dendrocytes, and astrocytes [101]. Canonical IL-6R 261

signaling is neurotrophic and promotes regeneration 262

whereas trans-signaling mediated by soluble IL- 263

6R promotes inflammation and neurodegeneration 264

[101]. At present, it remains largely undetermined 265

whether muscle-derived IL-6 engages brain IL-6R 266

and whether this would be skewed towards canon- 267

ical versus trans-signaling. Altogether, despite being 268

well characterized as an exercise-induced myokine, 269

much remains to be learnt on the role of exercise- 270

induced IL-6 in muscle-brain signaling. Likewise, 271

other myokines structurally related to IL-6 have been 272

characterized, including oncostatin-M and leukemia 273

inhibiting factor (LIF), but their potential function in 274

muscle-brain signaling remains largely unexplored. 275
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Altogether, these studies indicate that muscle-to-276

brain communication is reshaped by exercise via the277

action of many signaling pathways and the conse-278

quent modulation of the expression and/or secretion279

of several myokines with neuroprotective functions280

[5, 7]. However, considering that the vast majority of281

the >600 myokines is largely uncharacterized [102,282

103], it seems that our knowledge of muscle-brain283

signaling is in its infancy and that most likely also284

other myokines contribute to this intertissue commu-285

nication in response to muscle contraction and other286

stimuli. Indeed, apart from the well-described exam-287

ples of myokines reported above and known for their288

role in muscle-brain signaling in vivo, other myokines289

have been found to affect neurons in cell culture.290

For example, thymosin �4 is secreted by contract-291

ing myotubes and promotes neurite outgrowth in cell292

culture [104]. However, its role in muscle-brain sig-293

naling remains uncharacterized in vivo. In addition,294

there are many myokines that have protective func-295

tions on many tissues and/or that are known to be296

neuroprotective when expressed in the brain, as it297

is for apelin and its G-protein-coupled receptor APJ298

[105, 106]. However, it remains currently uncharted299

whereas muscle-produced apelin is relevant for CNS300

function and age-related neurodegeneration.301

In addition to unraveling the roles of other302

myokines, future studies should determine whether303

such neuroprotective myokines act synergistically to304

preserve the brain in response to exercise and whether305

they regulate distinct brain functions and/or con-306

trast hallmarks of brain aging and neurodegeneration307

[107]. As reviewed below, many different types of308

signals can be released by skeletal muscle, such as309

atypical myokines (e.g. enzymes) that differ from310

stereotypical cytokines and growth factors. More-311

over, muscle-released metabolites (myometabolites)312

are emerging as key mediators of exercise-induced313

inter-tissue signaling [3, 108].314

In a study in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans,315

it was found that muscle-specific lipolysis, induced316

via muscle-specific protein kinase A (PKA) activa-317

tion, prolongs lifespan by promoting the production318

of lipid species with signaling functions (lipokines)319

and activation of lipid-sensing transcription factors320

in the CNS [109]. Although it remains undetermined321

whether such signaling is associated with changes322

in brain function and neurodegeneration, this study323

highlights the role of bioactive lipid species originat-324

ing from skeletal muscle and hence the diversity of325

muscle-released factors that mediate muscle-to-brain326

communication [109]. Such lipid-mediated signaling327

may also occur in response to exercise because uti- 328

lization of energy stores and lipolysis occurs during 329

muscle contraction [12, 67]. 330

Another example of muscle-to-brain signaling pos- 331

sibly mediated by lipid species comes from the 332

observation that thermal stress induces migration 333

(thermotaxis) of C. elegans to more favorable temper- 334

atures, a process governed by thermosensory neurons 335

and interneurons. Worms that are null for heat shock 336

factor 1 (hsf-1) are defective in thermotaxis but 337

this behavior is restored by hsf-1 expression solely 338

in skeletal muscle, and this may entail estrogen- 339

mediated signaling of muscle to thermosensory 340

neurons [110]. 341

Beyond muscle-released lipid signals, many well- 342

known metabolites are secreted by skeletal muscle 343

[111], including L-lactate [112]. At resting levels as 344

well as during exercise, skeletal muscle secretes lac- 345

tate into the circulation [113–115]. Lactate can be 346

transported intracellularly via monocarboxylic acid 347

transporters (MCTs) but can also signal by binding 348

to the lactate receptor called hydroxycarboxylic acid 349

receptor (HCAR1), a G-protein-coupled receptor 350

[114]. Morland et al. [116] found that mouse HCAR1 351

is enriched in cells of the BBB as well as in neurons 352

and astrocytes whereas it is not detected in skeletal 353

muscles. HCAR1 activation led to increased cere- 354

bral vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) 355

expression, a mediator of angiogenesis that is known 356

to improve neurogenesis and cognition [90, 117]. The 357

authors found that, similar to high-intensity exer- 358

cise, subcutaneous injection of L-lactate (to mimic 359

exercise-induced raise in lactate serum levels) leads 360

to higher brain VEGFA levels [116], capillary density 361

[116] and adult neurogenesis [118, 119] in wild- 362

type but not in HCAR1 knockout mice. Furthermore, 363

exercise-induced lactate as well as its intraperitoneal 364

injection increases hippocampal BDNF expression 365

and improves spatial learning and memory [120], 366

suggesting yet another mechanism for lactate’s sys- 367

temic actions. 368

Alternatively, lactate can be uptaken by MCT 369

intracellular transporters and converted into pyru- 370

vate by lactate dehydrogenase, concomitantly to 371

the production of NADH from NAD+. Such an 372

increase in NADH alters the cellular redox sta- 373

tus and influences the activity of NAD-dependent 374

histone/protein deacetylases. The authors found 375

that MCT-mediated intracellular transport of lactate 376

increases BDNF expression via SIRT1-dependent 377

induction of PGC1�, which in turn induces FNDC5 378

[120], which is known to induce BDNF expres- 379
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sion [58]. Altogether, this study implies that the380

SIRT1/PGC1�/FNDC5/BDNF signaling axis con-381

tributes to exercise-induced brain plasticity in382

response to lactate in mice [120]. Overall, lactate383

can function as a neuroprotective agent by increas-384

ing the expression of BDNF and VEGF in the brain385

and by acting as a signaling molecule that binds386

to the HCAR1 receptor [121]. Moreover, lactate-387

induced signaling appears to be deranged in a mouse388

AD model (APP/PS1 mice) [122]. Similarly, both389

the lactate content and MCT2 transporter expression390

decrease in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus of391

these AD mice [123].392

In addition to contribute to lactate-induced signal-393

ing in the brain, as described above, analysis of mice394

with skeletal muscle-specific conditional knock-395

out indicates that VEGF produced by myofibers396

contributes to maintain normal blood flow in the397

hippocampus and is necessary for the hippocampal398

response to acute exercise [124, 125]. Specifically,399

VEGF promotes proliferation of neural progenitors in400

the dentate gyrus in response to exercise [125, 126].401

Rather than resulting from direct signaling of VEGF402

to neural stem cells, exercise-induced proliferation of403

neural progenitors likely results from the impact of404

VEGF on the vasculature, which is in close proximity405

to newborn neurons and is a constituent of the stem406

cell niche [127]. In addition to direct muscle-brain407

signaling, VEGF may impact the brain indirectly, via408

VEGF-induced adaptations in skeletal muscle [126].409

Another exercise-induced metabolite that regulates410

histone deacetylase activity is �-hydroxybutyrate411

(BHB), a ketone body that is released from the liver412

and oxidized for energy production in the brain under413

low-glucose conditions. Recently, Kwak et al. found414

that the BHB levels are low in skeletal muscles415

of sedentary old mice compared to young counter-416

parts but are increased by endurance exercise in old417

mice [128]. On this basis, the authors proposed that418

BHB can be secreted from skeletal muscles following419

endurance exercise. To test this hypothesis, skeletal420

muscle cells were treated with the exercise mimetic421

forskolin. Both forskolin-treated cells and the cell422

culture media displayed a high BHB concentration423

compared to control untreated cells [128], suggesting424

that BHB is secreted from exercising skeletal mus-425

cles. Administration of BHB in vivo improved the426

viability of both myofibers and glial cells under nor-427

mal conditions and when treated with doxorubicin, a428

chemotherapy drug that causes toxicity via reactive429

oxygen species [128].430

In exercising mice and in the elderly, high BHB 431

levels correlate with improved muscle and cogni- 432

tive functions [128], presumably via its capacity to 433

increase BDNF expression in glial cells [128] and 434

to improve mitochondrial respiration [129, 130]. Just 435

like lactate, muscle-secreted BHB can be transported 436

intracellularly in neurons through MCT transporters 437

[129]. Exercise-induced BHB inhibits the bind- 438

ing of class I histone deacetylases HDAC2 and 439

HDAC3 to the BDNF promoter, hence inducing 440

BDNF expression and glutamatergic transmission 441

in the hippocampus [131]. Apart from function- 442

ing as an epigenetic regulator of HDACs, BHB 443

can induce lysine-hydroxybutyrylation of histones 444

in human and mouse cells, coupling metabolism 445

to gene expression [132]. It was also found that 446

BHB protects against neurodegeneration associated 447

with Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease [130, 448

133, 134]. In C. elegans, BHB supplementation 449

delays amyloid-�-induced paralysis and decreases �- 450

synuclein aggregation [133]. In vitro studies showed 451

that supplementation with BHB protected mesen- 452

cephalic neurons from methyl-4-phenyl pyridinium 453

(MPP) toxicity (a model of Parkinson’s disease) and 454

hippocampal neuron from A�1-42 toxicity in mice 455

[134], primarily by reversing defects in mitochondrial 456

respiration responsible for neurodegeneration [130, 457

134]. Additionally, due to its anionic nature, BHB 458

regulates intracellular potassium levels and hence 459

modulates neuronal excitability [135]. Consistently, 460

BHB prevented the decline of intracellular K + in 461

response to incubation with activators of the NLRP3 462

inflammasome, suggesting an important role of BHB 463

in resisting NLRP-3-mediated neuroinflammation in 464

mice [136]. 465

Altogether, several myokines and myometabolites 466

have been found to be induced by exercise and medi- 467

ate muscle-to-brain signaling. As explained above, 468

muscle-secreted factors can regulate brain function 469

by impacting different cell types and a variety of 470

cellular processes. Although individual studies have 471

shown interconnection of different myokines and 472

associated downstream signaling pathways, much 473

remains to be learnt on how distinct myokines differ- 474

ently contribute to muscle-brain signaling. Moreover, 475

apart from general actions of myokines on the CNS, 476

it is only in part understood how distinct myokines 477

affect different brain areas and cell types as well as 478

the BBB, and how the downstream responses induced 479

by myokines are reshaped depending on cell type- 480

specific/local variables. 481
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EFFECT OF MUSCLE-INITIATED STRESS482

SIGNALING ON THE BRAIN AND RETINA483

Because of the high mechanical stress associated484

with contraction [137, 138], exercise is known to485

cause protein unfolding [139] and to induce adaptive486

stress responses [140–143], including the cytoso-487

lic and mitochondrial unfolded protein responses488

[144–148]. In addition to local adaptations [11, 67],489

activation of such stress responses in skeletal mus-490

cle has been found to induce systemic changes [111,491

149–152]. We will review here below key studies492

that have reported effects on the CNS in response493

to muscle-initiated stress signaling [3, 153].494

In C. elegans, it was found that a systemic495

stress response can be induced by expression of a496

temperature-sensitive myosin heavy chain B (unc-497

54) protein. At the non-permissive temperature, this498

muscle-specific protein undergoes misfolding and499

induces chaperone expression in the brain and intes-500

tine via an inter-tissue signaling pathway that requires501

the transcription factor FOXA [154]. However, the502

muscle-secreted signaling factor responsible for this503

systemic regulation of proteostasis in the brain and504

other tissues has not been identified.505

In Drosophila, activation of the stress-sensing tran-506

scription factor FoxO specifically in skeletal muscle507

leads to improved muscle function due to preserva-508

tion of proteostasis, as indicated by the transcriptional509

induction of autophagy and chaperones, and the510

consequent lower age-related accumulation of poly-511

ubiquitin protein aggregates in skeletal muscle [155].512

In addition to these local effects, muscle-specific513

activation of FoxO also extends lifespan [155] and514

similar results are obtained with activation of 4E-515

BP, a FoxO target gene that regulates translation516

[155], and with drug-induced expression of FoxO in517

indirect flight muscles [156], indicating that skeletal518

muscle regulates organismal survival and resilience519

during aging [9, 152]. Interestingly, FoxO activation520

in skeletal muscle also reduces the accumulation of521

poly-ubiquitinated proteins in the brain and retina522

during aging [155]. These effects stem from sys-523

temic activation of autophagy, which derives from524

decreased secretion of insulin-like peptides from pro-525

ducing cells. Such systemic effects can arise from526

FoxO/4E-BP-regulated myokines and myometabo-527

lites [3]. Indeed, it was found that FoxO reduces the528

expression of the Drosophila activin ligand dawdle529

in skeletal muscle, and that reduced activin signal-530

ing improves proteostasis by sustaining the function531

of the autophagy/lysosome system [157]. Altogether,532

these studies in model organisms provide evidence 533

for muscle-to-brain signaling and highlight how such 534

a signaling axis can regulate proteostasis during 535

aging. 536

As pointed out above, induction of the cytosolic 537

and mitochondrial unfolded protein responses occurs 538

in skeletal muscle during contraction in mice and 539

humans [144–148] and may contribute to the protec- 540

tive muscle-to-brain signaling elicited by exercise. 541

On this basis, we have recently used an experimental 542

strategy based on the moderate, partial inhibition of 543

the proteasome, the major system for protein degrada- 544

tion in skeletal muscle, to promote the accumulation 545

of unfolded proteins in skeletal muscle and study the 546

consequent local and systemic adaptations [158]. As 547

expected, RNAi-mediated knockdown of proteasome 548

subunits in Drosophila skeletal muscles reduced 549

proteasomal activity, which in turn elicited a com- 550

pensatory transcriptional program, largely mediated 551

by C/EBP transcription factors and transcriptional 552

upregulation of proteases [158]. 553

Systemically, proteasome stress in skeletal mus- 554

cle reduced age-related accumulation of protein 555

aggregates in the central nervous system (brain and 556

retina), suggesting that muscle-secreted factors may 557

be involved in this inter-tissue signaling. To dissect 558

the signaling mechanisms involved, we looked for 559

myokines that are differentially modulated by pro- 560

teasome stress. Amyrel was one of the most-highly 561

upregulated myokines, and it was responsible for the 562

long-range protective effects of muscle proteasome 563

stress on the CNS. Specifically, muscle-specific over- 564

expression of Amyrel improved proteostasis in the 565

aging brain and retina whereas its knockdown par- 566

tially impeded the protective stress response induced 567

by RNAi for proteasome components in skeletal mus- 568

cle [158]. Amyrel is an unusual myokine because it 569

is not a cytokine or a growth factor but it is an amy- 570

lase enzyme [159]. Although its function had been 571

described in the intestine, there was no prior knowl- 572

edge for the function of an amylase in skeletal muscle. 573

Indeed, expression of Amyrel is minimal in non- 574

stressed skeletal muscle but it is highly induced upon 575

stress [158]. Likewise, AMY1/AMY2 amylases, 576

which are mouse and human homologs of Amyrel, 577

are profoundly induced by proteasome inhibitors 578

(MG132) and aging in cortical brain organoids and 579

skeletal muscle, respectively [158]. 580

By virtue of its enzymatic activity [159], Amyrel 581

breaks polysaccharides and oligosaccharides into 582

the disaccharide maltose and, consistently, maltose 583

levels increased in response to skeletal muscle- 584
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specific overexpression of Amyrel [158]. Maltose585

levels were previously found to increase in response586

to various insults to protein homeostasis such as587

cold [160], heat-shock [161], toxic A� expres-588

sion [162], and inbreeding [163]. Possibly, maltose589

preserves proteostasis by virtue of its chemical chap-590

erone activities. Interestingly, we found that maltose591

also induces a transcriptional response that consists592

of several proteases and chaperones with protec-593

tive functions [158]. In particular, Amyrel-induced594

expression of the small heat shock proteins Hsp23595

helps preserve proteostasis in the CNS during aging596

(Fig. 2 and ref. [158]). Moreover, Drosophila brains597

and retinas with reduced levels of SLC45 intracel-598

lular maltose transporters did not show an induction599

of sHsps expression and subsequently failed to pre-600

serve brain proteostasis with aging, confirming that601

maltose is indeed responsible for the transcriptional602

upregulation of chaperones in brain cells [158]. Inter-603

estingly, the disaccharide maltose is present in the604

human serum [164, 165] but little is known about its605

signaling functions in humans. The finding that a SNP606

with significant association to Parkinson’s disease is607

in proximity of a SLC45 family member, SLC45A3608

[166], suggests that maltose transport may impact609

proteostasis and neurodegeneration also in humans.610

To gain insight into the function of maltose in611

humans, we treated human HEK293 cells and human612

cortical organoids with maltose and found that mal-613

tose preserves proteostasis when cells and organoids614

are challenged by thermal stress [158]. Moreover,615

maltose promoted the recovery of neuronal activity,616

which declines upon heat shock [158]. Interestingly,617

maltose also preserved the transcriptional profile of618

heat-shocked cortical organoids, including expres-619

sion of genes involved in protein quality control such620

as CRYA (�-crystallin, homologous to Drosophila621

Hsp23) [158]. Altogether, this study has identified622

a muscle-to-brain signaling axis based on a stress-623

induced amylase enzyme, the disaccharide maltose,624

and the SLC45 intracellular disaccharide transporters625

[158].626

Previously, the disaccharide trehalose was found to627

protect from neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s and628

Huntington’s disease models [167] and to extend629

lifespan in C. elegans [168]. Although autophagy630

induction and anti-oxidant functions have been pro-631

posed as responsible for such protective effects,632

the mechanisms underlying the action of trehalose633

remain elusive [167]. Because trehalose is not634

detected in vertebrates [167], it remains largely unex-635

plored whether any endogenous disaccharide has636

neuroprotective and signaling roles in vertebrates. 637

Our findings suggest that maltose may be important 638

for preserving proteostasis in the CNS during aging. 639

However, it is also possible that Amyrel regulates 640

proteostasis via additional mechanisms. In particular, 641

a recent study has reported that Amyrel has an addi- 642

tional enzymatic activity, 4-alpha-glucanotransferase 643

[169], suggesting that other neuroprotective metabo- 644

lites may also be produced by Amyrel and related 645

AMY amylases. 646

Altogether, the studies here reviewed provide evi- 647

dence on how initiation of stress signaling in skeletal 648

muscle can be transmitted to the brain and induce 649

adaptive stress responses that have presumably 650

evolved for protecting the CNS from incoming home- 651

ostatic challenges perceived by peripheral tissues. 652

Therapeutic activation of such resilience pathways 653

during normal aging may help preserve brain function 654

and protect from age-related neurodegeneration. 655

REGULATION OF MOOD AND SLEEPING 656

PATTERNS BY MUSCLE-DERIVED 657

SIGNALS 658

Exercise induces many organismal behavioral 659

adaptations suggesting that signals released by con- 660

tracting muscle can influence brain function [12, 67, 661

68]. Here, we review how exercise-induced signaling 662

regulates sleeping and depression. 663

It is well known that individuals that regularly 664

exercise are less likely to develop depression and 665

mood fluctuations [170–174]. By using transgenic 666

mice with skeletal muscle-specific PGC1� over- 667

expression, Agudelo et al. found that these mice 668

were resistant to developing depression [175]. Stress 669

can activate the kynurenine pathway of trypto- 670

phan degradation in the liver, kidney, and immune 671

cells, increasing the levels of kynurenine, which 672

is known to modulate neurotransmission and is 673

associated with neurodegenerative and psychiatric 674

diseases [176]. In agreement, intraperitoneal admin- 675

istration of kynurenine raised its plasma levels like 676

chronic mild stress and this induced a depres- 677

sive state in wild-type but not in transgenic mice 678

with skeletal muscle-specific PGC1� overexpression 679

[175]. PGC1� elevates skeletal muscle expression of 680

kynurenine aminotransferase (KAT) and this occurs 681

also in response to exercise in mice and humans. 682

KAT increases the conversion of kynurenine into 683

kynurenic acid, a metabolite incapable of crossing 684

the blood-brain barrier, and hence the brain is pro- 685
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Fig. 2. Proteasome stress in skeletal muscle induces a long-range protective response that preserves proteostasis in the aging brain and

retina. Moderate perturbation of the proteasome (proteasome stress) in skeletal muscle increases Amyrel expression in muscle in a C/EBP-

dependent manner. Amyrel is a stress-induced, muscle-secreted amylase that increases body levels of maltose via its enzymatic activity.

In turn, maltose preserves proteostasis in the brain and retina through SLC45 intracellular maltose transporters. In addition to its chemical

chaperone activity, maltose elicits a transcriptional response in neurons which leads to higher small heat shock protein levels. Chaperones

in turn preserve proteostasis and prevent neurodegeneration by shielding unfolded and aggregation-prone proteins, thus avoiding their

detrimental interaction with native functional proteins. Although these studies have primarily investigated the impact of Amyrel/maltose

signaling in neurons and photoreceptors, glial cells are also likely to be protected by such adaptive stress signaling.

tected from kynurenine-induced depression [175].686

Conversely, mice with skeletal muscle-specific loss of687

PGC1� do not resist stress-induced depression, and688

this further worsens upon kynurenine administration689

[175]. Because PGC1� expression in skeletal muscle690

declines with aging [177], this study also sheds light691

on a possible mechanism via which depression may692

increase in the elderly [178].693

Exercise is also known to decrease sleep disor-694

ders and insomnia in middle- to older-aged adults695

[179], suggesting that muscle-to-brain signaling may696

also regulate sleep. A remarkable study supporting 697

this model comes from the analysis of mice with 698

the muscle-specific genetic disruption of the circa- 699

dian transcription factor Bmal1 (brain and muscle 700

ARNT-like factor). Detailed analysis of these mice 701

revealed impaired glucose uptake and metabolism in 702

muscle [180] and an aberrant sleep pattern that reca- 703

pitulated sleep disorders found in Bmal1 whole-body 704

knock-out animals [181]. Muscle-specific restoration 705

of Bmal1 expression rescued non-rapid eye move- 706

ment sleep amount in Bmal1 knock-out mice, and 707
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muscle-specific over-expression of Bmal1 in wild-708

type mice reduced the time required to recover from709

sleep loss [181]. These and other observations indi-710

cate that muscle is a key peripheral clock [182–185],711

and that muscle-to-brain signaling is an important712

determinant of sleep behavior. To determine the713

mechanism involved, Harfmann et al. utilized a tar-714

geted metabolomics approach and found changes in715

TCA cycle metabolites and compensatory increases716

in amino acids [180]. These metabolites are likely717

secreted from muscles and taken up by the brain718

to regulate normal sleep patterns and length. Future719

studies to validate the involvement of these and720

other factors in muscle-to-CNS signaling will provide721

important insights into the role of skeletal muscle in722

regulating sleep. Because derangement of sleep pat-723

terns is also associated with neurodegeneration [186],724

understanding how muscle regulates sleep will also725

shed light on mechanisms responsible for the influ-726

ence of skeletal muscle on neurodegeneration.727

Altogether, these studies highlight the importance728

of muscle-brain signaling for normal brain function729

and for preventing the development of psychiatric730

disorders.731

CENTRAL CONTROL OF FEEDING732

BEHAVIOR BY MYOKINES733

The CNS regulates feeding choices by integrat-734

ing external sensory cues with internal signals that735

inform the brain of the energy status of peripheral736

tissues [187]. Although the role of many peripheral737

tissues such as the liver, pancreas, gut, and white adi-738

pose tissue is well established [187], relatively little739

is known on how skeletal muscle contributes to the740

central control of feeding behavior by the brain.741

Circumstantial evidence indicates that exercise742

and muscle-secreted factors profoundly impact the743

total amount of ingested food as well as feeding744

choices [188, 189]. For example, running prevents745

hyperphagia and obesity in rats by normalizing meal746

patterns, food intake, and body weight [190] and747

by decreasing the preference for highly palatable,748

energy-dense, fatty foods [191, 192]. Likewise, it749

was found that moderate exercise reduces the pref-750

erence for high-fat diets in obese mice, whereas751

preference for sucrose and milk was increased. This752

exercise-induced change in food preference appeared753

to be mediated by dopaminergic neurons of the ven-754

tral tegmental area-nucleus accumbens [193]. Here755

below, we discuss recent studies that support a role756

for skeletal muscle in influencing feeding behavior 757

via myokine signaling. 758

In Drosophila, it was found that skeletal mus- 759

cle regulates feeding initiation via decapentaplegic 760

(Dpp), a myokine homologous to human BMP2, 761

BMP4, and related BMP/GDF family members. Sim- 762

ilar to other myokines that are modulated by nutrients 763

and nutrient-sensing pathways [3, 194], Dpp is tran- 764

scriptionally induced by mTOR signaling in skeletal 765

muscle via the transcription factor Mnt and reaches 766

the brain through the circulation to communicate the 767

energy status of skeletal muscle and consequently 768

adjust feeding behavior [195]. Specifically, muscle- 769

restricted Dpp RNAi promotes foraging and feeding 770

initiation, whereas Dpp overexpression reduces these 771

food-seeking behaviors. Mechanistically, muscle- 772

derived Dpp regulates Dpp receptor signaling in 773

dopaminergic neurons, which have known roles 774

in promoting feeding initiation [195]. Specifically, 775

reduction in Dpp receptor signaling promotes tyro- 776

sine hydroxylase (TH) expression and dopamine 777

biosynthesis in the brain, and this promotes feed- 778

ing initiation [195]. Conversely, muscle-specific Dpp 779

overexpression downregulates brain TH expression 780

via the transcriptional repressor Schnurri and reduces 781

feeding initiation. Altogether, this study demon- 782

strates a role for myokine signaling in the regulation 783

of brain dopamine biosynthesis and feeding behavior 784

[195]. 785

In mice, it was found that skeletal muscle con- 786

tributes to the central control of feeding behavior in 787

response to partial inhibition of the electron transport 788

chain, which activates the mitochondrial unfolded 789

protein response (UPRmt). Specifically, Chung et al. 790

[196] used transgenic mice deficient specifically in 791

skeletal muscle for Crif, a gene encoding a compo- 792

nent of the large subunit of the mitoribosome, which 793

resulted in reduced oxidative phosphorylation in 794

skeletal muscle, activation of the C/EBP transcription 795

factor CHOP, and UPRmt induction. Transcriptomic 796

data identified GDF15 (growth differentiation factor 797

15) as a TGF-� ligand that is induced by CHOP in 798

skeletal muscles [196]. Mice lacking Crif in skele- 799

tal muscle display increased fatty acid oxidation and 800

heightened phosphorylation of hormone-sensitive 801

lipase and ERK1/2, indicative of increased lipoly- 802

sis [196]. Consequently, administration of GDF15 803

decreased body weight and improved glucose toler- 804

ance in obese mice by increasing lipolysis, suggesting 805

an important role for GDF15 in systemic metabolism 806

[196, 197]. Because GDF15 is secreted at high 807

levels from skeletal muscle, discovering receptors 808
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for GDF15 in non-muscle tissues was important809

to gain insights into its systemic effects. Hsu et810

al. [197] identified glial cell-derived neurotrophic811

factor (GDNF) receptor alpha-like (GFRAL) as812

a brainstem-restricted GDF15 receptor that is not813

expressed in any other part of the brain or any814

peripheral tissue. GDF15-mediated reduction in body815

weight and food intake is observed in wild-type816

mice but is completely impeded in Gfral knock-out817

mice, strengthening the idea that GDF15 influences818

systemic metabolism through signaling mediated by819

brain-stem GFRAL receptors [197].820

Consistent with the fact that the parabrachial821

nucleus and the central amygdala regulate meal822

termination in normal conditions [198] and also con-823

trol food intake and body weight in disease states824

[199–201], GDF15 increased the activity of neu-825

rons in the parabrachial nucleus and in the central826

amygdala, as indicated by immunostaining for Fos,827

a marker of neuronal activity [197]. Another inter-828

esting observation was that the Gfral knock-out mice829

showed normal food intake and body weight if pro-830

vided a normal diet but gained weight when on a831

high-fat diet. Circulating GDF15 increases during832

exercise [202] but also in various disease states such833

as cancer, cardiovascular disease, kidney dysfunc-834

tion, inflammation, and obesity [200], suggesting that835

GDF15-GFRAL may help relay information from836

stressed tissues, including contracting skeletal mus-837

cle, to the brain. In agreement with this model,838

exogenous and endogenous GDF15 activates the839

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the840

circulating levels of glucocorticoid stress hormones841

[203].842

Beyond these examples, many other myokines may843

contribute to the central regulation of feeding behav-844

ior by the brain in response to muscle-derived cues.845

For example, FGF21 is a myokine induced by exer-846

cise and cellular stress [204, 205]. It was found847

that mitochondrial uncoupling in skeletal muscle due848

to UCP1 expression induces the integrated stress849

response and FGF21 expression [206]. Likewise,850

inhibition of muscle autophagy induces a protec-851

tive stress response centered on FGF21 upregulation852

[207]. Specifically, these mice display increased fatty853

acid oxidation and browning of white adipose tis-854

sue and were protected from diet-induced obesity855

and insulin resistance [207]. The systemic metabolic856

adaptations induced by muscle-derived FGF21 may857

also include regulation of feeding behavior. In sup-858

port of this hypothesis, it was found that FGF21859

receptor signaling in the brain is needed for mount-860

ing feeding choices to cope with protein restriction in 861

mice [208]. Specifically, brain knock-out mice for the 862

FGF21 co-receptor �-Klotho do not select protein- 863

containing foods when presented with this choice 864

even after being on a protein-restricted diet [208]. 865

Other studies have found that FGF21 administration 866

reduces sweet and alcohol preference in mice and 867

humans [63, 209, 210]: this effect requires the FGF21 868

co-receptor �-Klotho in the brain and is associated 869

with lower dopamine concentrations in the nucleus 870

accumbens [209]. Importantly, also the actions of 871

FGF21 on other organs such as the liver appear to be 872

mediated by FGF21 signaling to the hypothalamus 873

and activation of the HPA axis, which promotes hep- 874

atic gluconeogenesis via glucocorticoids [211, 212]. 875

Although these studies did not examine the rela- 876

tive contribution of muscle-derived FGF21 to these 877

behaviors compared to FGF21 derived from other 878

peripheral tissues, FGF21 secreted by skeletal mus- 879

cle may acquire prominent roles in particular in 880

conditions known to upregulate muscle FGF21 lev- 881

els, such as exercise and mitochondrial dysfunction 882

[205]. Apart from these functions in feeding behav- 883

ior, muscle-secreted FGF21 may also protect from 884

neurodegeneration via its capacity to promote brain 885

mitochondrial function, synaptic plasticity, and cog- 886

nition [62, 213–215]. 887

It was previously found that muscle-specific acti- 888

vation of FoxO/4E-BP signaling improves skeletal 889

muscle function and systemic proteostasis but also 890

reduces feeding behavior in adult Drosophila [155]. 891

A decrease in feeding behavior was also found by 892

modulation of this pathway in Drosophila larval 893

muscles [216]. Although the FoxO/4E-BP-induced 894

myokines responsible for the modulation of feed- 895

ing behavior have not been identified in Drosophila, 896

it is interesting to note that transgenic activation of 897

4EBP1 in mouse skeletal muscle (which was accom- 898

panied by higher FoxO1 levels) protects from age- 899

and diet-induced insulin resistance and metabolic 900

decline via enhanced secretion of FGF21 by skeletal 901

muscle [217]. Therefore, based on the known roles 902

of FGF21 in this process [63, 209, 210], FoxO/4E- 903

BP signaling in skeletal muscle may regulate feeding 904

behavior via muscle-to-brain signaling mediated by 905

FGF21 and related myokines. 906

Altogether, these studies indicate that skeletal mus- 907

cle contributes to the central regulation of feeding 908

behavior by the brain via muscle-secreted signal- 909

ing factors. Because myokines influence the control 910

of feeding behavior exerted by the CNS together 911

with other circulating factors, future studies should 912
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determine how signals originating from muscles are913

integrated with those originating from other periph-914

eral tissues.915

IMPACT OF INACTIVITY AND ATROPHY916

ON MUSCLE-BRAIN SIGNALING917

Contrary to adaptive protective muscle-to-brain918

signaling induced by exercise [12, 67, 68], lack of919

physical activity is extremely deleterious for the920

entire organism, including the CNS and the skele-921

tal muscle itself [218, 219]. Cast immobilization of922

the hindlimbs mimics muscle disuse and results in923

muscle mass loss in 5XFAD mice that are predis-924

posed to AD [220]. Conditioned media from cultures925

of atrophied muscles from cast-immobilized mice926

identified several secreted factors that are differen-927

tially regulated. In particular, hemopexin was found928

to be the most significantly induced protein com-929

pared to non-cast 5XFAD and wild-type control mice930

[220]. Concomitantly, hemopexin transcript levels931

increased in the hind limb muscles but not in the932

hippocampus. Higher hemopexin protein levels were933

detected in the plasma and hippocampus of cast934

immobilized 5XFAD mice compared to non-cast935

5XFAD mice, suggesting that secreted hemopexin936

transits through the circulation [220]. Consistent with937

the known role of hemopexin in inflammation, cast-938

immobilized 5XFAD mice showed marked memory939

decline already at a young age. Similar memory940

deficits were also observed upon intracerebroven-941

tricular infusion of hemopexin in both 5XFAD and942

wild-type young mice [220]. The authors propose943

that the mechanism of action of hemopexin may at944

least in part depend on lipocalin-2, a glycoprotein945

that is markedly upregulated in the hippocampus of946

5XFAD mice infused with recombinant hemopexin,947

compared to vehicle-infused counterparts, and that is948

known to promote neuroinflammation [220].949

These results pinpoint the importance of maintain-950

ing skeletal mass and function to preserve cognitive951

abilities. The association between skeletal muscle952

function and the risk of neurodegeneration is indeed953

consistent with demographic studies showing that954

old subjects with low handgrip strength and low gait955

speed have a significantly higher chance of display-956

ing cognitive impairment compared to age-matched957

subjects that better maintained muscle mass and958

function [221–226]. In addition to hemopexin, this959

and other studies [51, 227] have found myokines960

that are differentially expressed in atrophied ver-961

sus control muscles, highlighting that the production 962

of myokines is affected by signaling pathways that 963

impact muscle wasting, as also recently found with an 964

integrated transcriptomic/proteomic analysis of dif- 965

ferent modes of muscle atrophy in mice [228]. 966

There are also alternative mechanisms via which 967

diseased muscles could impact the CNS. Loss of 968

proteostasis is increasingly appreciated not only as 969

a component of age-related neurodegeneration but 970

also as a driver of skeletal muscle aging (sarcopenia) 971

and age-related myopathies in Drosophila, mice, and 972

humans [152, 155, 229, 230]. In this framework, it 973

has been proposed that aggregation-prone pathogenic 974

proteins could be released by skeletal muscle and 975

other peripheral tissues and subsequently be uptaken 976

by cells in the CNS, where they could contribute to 977

derange protein quality control and to promote neu- 978

rodegeneration [8, 231, 232]. A study in C. elegans 979

has found some evidence for inter-tissue transmission 980

of pathogenic huntingtin between skeletal muscle 981

and neurons and such myofiber-to-neuron spreading 982

of huntingtin led to neurodegeneration and reduced 983

lifespan [232]. For these studies, Kim et al. [232] 984

utilized transgenic expression of huntingtin exon 1 985

with poly-glutamine tract fused with either the N- 986

terminal or C-terminal part of the fluorescent protein 987

Venus. These split versions of Venus-huntingtin were 988

then expressed specifically in pharyngeal skeletal 989

muscles and neurons, respectively. In this experi- 990

mental setup, Venus fluorescence is detected only 991

when the N-terminal and C-terminal fragments are 992

located within the same cell, which indicates tran- 993

scellular transmission of Venus-huntingtin fragments 994

from one tissue to the other. Bimolecular fluores- 995

cent complementation indeed revealed transmission 996

of pathogenic huntingtin between pharyngeal skeletal 997

muscles and neurons, and vice versa [232]. However, 998

it remains unclear whether this is a regulated pro- 999

cess or rather occurs because of cellular damage, and 1000

whether this is a relevant mechanism of neurodegen- 1001

eration also in higher organisms. Nonetheless, this 1002

study suggests that unexpected mechanisms such as 1003

this might contribute to muscle-to-brain signaling. 1004

Although most studies have focused on changes in 1005

the expression of myokines in muscle, the modulation 1006

of myokine secretion is a less-explored mechanism 1007

that may also contribute to modulate muscle-to-brain 1008

signaling in response to exercise as well as inactivity. 1009

An in-silico survey of Drosophila myokines revealed 1010

that ∼80% have signal peptides that guide their secre- 1011

tion via the ER-Golgi but that ∼20% lack such motifs 1012

[230]. These findings suggest that some myokines 1013
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Table 1

List of major myokines and myometabolites known to act on the central nervous system

Myokine / Myometabolite Known receptor / Transporter

Irisin/FDNC5 �V integrin

Cathepsin B unknown

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) BDNF receptors (tyrosine kinase B receptor, TrkB)

Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-I) IGFR

Interleukin 6 (IL-6) Membrane-bound and soluble IL-6 R and gp130 co-receptor

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) VEGFR

Lactate Monocarboxylic acid transporters (MCTs) and hydroxycarboxylic acid

receptors (HCAR1)

�-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) Modulation of histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity and

lysine-hydroxybutyrylation of histones

Kynurenine aminotransferase (KAT) and

kinurenine-derived metabolites

Kynurenic acid receptors (antagonist of ionotropic glutamate receptors and

�7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors; agonist of G-protein-coupled

receptor 35 and aryl hydrocarbon receptor.

Growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) Glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) receptor alpha-like

(GFRAL)

Fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) FGFR and �-Klotho co-receptor

Drosophila Amyrel, human AMY1/AMY2 amylases,

and maltose

SLC45A1-4 maltose transporters

Drosophila Dpp (BMP/GDF homolog) Thickveins (Drosophila Dpp/BMP receptor)

Most of these myokines have been characterized in mice and other mammalian models (human, monkeys) ad in the fruit fly Drosophila

(when indicated). All are evolutionary well-conserved and likely to play similar roles in humans.

may be secreted via unconventional routes, such as1014

vesicles (e.g. exosomes) released by skeletal mus-1015

cle: these vesicles may transport signaling factors that1016

are not predicted to be secreted and potentially also1017

increase the signaling range of canonical myokines1018

[3, 233–235].1019

An additional unconventional route of myokine1020

secretion may consist in secretory autophagy, i.e.1021

a version of macroautophagy whereby the content1022

of autolysosomes is released into the extracellular1023

space via direct fusion with the plasma membrane1024

[236, 237]. This may occur in response to external1025

and internal stimuli that stimulate autophagy, such1026

as stress responses and exercise [238, 239]. In this1027

model, secretory autophagy may regulate the release1028

of specific pools of myokines and of metabolites1029

produced by lysosomal degradation. In agreement1030

with this model, lysosomal enzymes are known to1031

be secreted by myofibers [3, 240] as exemplified1032

by the identification of lysosomal cathepsin B as1033

a neuroprotective factor secreted by skeletal mus-1034

cle following exercise [57]. However, inactivity may1035

grossly impact such autophagy-mediated mode of1036

myokine/myometabolite secretion and hence result1037

in blatant derangement of muscle-to-brain signaling.1038

The use of new mapping technologies to identify cir-1039

culating factors derived from a specific tissue source1040

[241] may help define how myokine secretion is1041

reshaped by exercise and aging. Altogether, much1042

remains to be learnt about the mechanisms that regu-1043

late myokine secretion, and on the impact of inactivity 1044

on muscle-to-brain signaling. 1045

CONCLUSIONS 1046

The understanding of skeletal muscle-to-CNS 1047

signaling and its impact on the regulation of neurode- 1048

generation and brain-dependent behaviors represents 1049

a promising avenue for healthy aging interventions. 1050

Throughout the review, we have highlighted how 1051

myokines can have a general impact or rather dif- 1052

ferentially regulate distinct cell types in the central 1053

nervous system. Whereas most of the reviewed liter- 1054

ature is based on model organisms (e.g. mice, rats, 1055

and Drosophila) and experimental disease models, 1056

these studies have identified evolutionary-conserved 1057

myokine signaling pathways that may well play 1058

similar roles in muscle-brain signaling in humans 1059

(Table 1). Transferability of this knowledge into 1060

humans may lead to the development of therapies 1061

based on the delivery of recombinant versions of 1062

protective myokines, myometabolites, or boosters of 1063

their endogenous expression and/or release that may 1064

find application in the treatment of dementia and 1065

related conditions. 1066

Because of the protective effects of exercise on a 1067

number of organ systems including the CNS, there 1068

is growing interest in the identification of exercise 1069

mimetics, i.e. therapeutics that mimic or enhance the 1070

effects of exercise [242–247]. In addition to mim- 1071
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icking local adaptive responses induced by exercise1072

in skeletal muscle and other tissues, these inter-1073

ventions may rely on the induction of exerkines,1074

i.e. exercise-induced circulating factors secreted by1075

skeletal muscle and non-muscle tissues, and/or poten-1076

tiation of their signaling in the CNS [242–247].1077

Because several myokines and myometabolites are1078

secreted by skeletal muscle in response to exercise,1079

there could be overlap and synergy of efforts in1080

the identification of exerkine- and myokine-based1081

therapeutics. However, exerkines are produced also1082

by non-muscle tissues: therefore, efforts to identify1083

exercise mimetics may more globally reproduce the1084

benefits of exercise. On the other hand, as reviewed1085

here, exercise is only one of the stimuli that regu-1086

late expression and release of protective myokines,1087

in addition to nutrient sensing, stress signaling, and1088

others. Therefore, studies centered on myokines and1089

myometabolites may highlight muscle-brain signal-1090

ing axes that preserve CNS function and protect from1091

age-related neurodegeneration not only in response1092

to exercise but also in response to other protective1093

interventions, such as dietary restriction/intermittent1094

fasting and adaptive stress signaling. Moreover, anal-1095

ysis of detrimental myokines produced in response to1096

inactivity and muscle disease states may also provide1097

complementary means for therapeutic intervention.1098

Altogether, concerted efforts in understanding the1099

role of peripheral signals originating from muscle and1100

non-muscle tissues in response to exercise and other1101

stimuli may help reap the full therapeutic potential of1102

myokine and exerkine-based interventions.1103
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